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Abstract

Focusing on vortex dominated flows, related to
delta wings, Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
numerical simulation with eddy viscosity mod-
els is an appropriate tool with respect to the
computational effort. Nevertheless, higher ac-
curacy is required to improve the prediction of
the vortex flow development and characteristics.
More complex turbulence models like Reynolds
Stress Models introduce stability issues and in-
crease the computational costs, not always im-
proving the flow solution; Detached Eddy Sim-
ulation and Large Eddy Simulation models are
not always a viable option due to computational
resources. The idea introduced is to enhance
the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation eddy viscos-
ity model with additional destruction terms, ex-
clusively active in the vortex region, optimized
with experimental data as reference. The vortex
topology is adjusted by correcting the distribu-
tion of eddy viscosity. The level of improvement
in data accuracy, the range of improvements for
the considered test cases and the flexibility of the
model variation are investigated to understand the
potential of the approach.

Nomenclature

AoA Angle of attack, deg
CL Lift coefficient
CD Drag coefficient
CMy Pitching moment coefficient
CP Pressure coefficient

d Distance, m
cr Root chord, m
M Mach number
Re Reynolds number
s Wing span, m
S, S̃ Strain rate, 1/s
u,v,w Velocity components, m/s
U∞ Free stream velocity, m/s
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates, m
H Helicity, m/s2

µ Dynamic viscosity, kg/(ms)
ν Kinematic viscosity, m2/s
µT Dynamic eddy viscosity, kg/(ms)
νT , ν̃ Kinematic eddy viscosity, m2/s
ξ Vortex identifier quantity
ω Vorticity, 1/s

Subscripts
bv Vortex production terms
bvb Vortex breakdown production term
bvh Vortex helicity-based terms

1 Introduction

The numerical simulation of delta wing geome-
tries has been intensively studied for many years
due to its complexity and relevance. Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and
Eddy Viscosity Models (EVM) are considered
proper tools for numerical solutions at small to
moderate angles of attack. As the angle of attack
increases and the vortex flow pattern further com-
plicates, i.e. multiple vortices are shed, interact
and merge, the accuracy is progressively reduced
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due to the limitation of EVMs to predict fully
separated flows with high vorticity. During the
years many experimental studies have been per-
formed about vortical flows around delta wings.
A vortex is generated as the shear layer separates
from the leading edge and rolls up to form a core
of high vorticity and axial velocity. The axial ve-
locity in the core can reach three times the value
of the free flow velocity [1, 2]. In addition, the
rotational core induces high velocities near the
wing surface resulting in a vortex induced suction
peak, enhancing the lift coefficient. Outwards
of the main vortex, a secondary counter-rotating
vortex separates. The vortex strength grows as
the angle of attack increases or as the sweep an-
gle is reduced. When the vortex is strong enough
an instability phenomenon, called vortex break-
down, takes place over the wing [3, 4] and the
flow field changes abruptly. A drastic reduction
of the core axial and circumferential velocites re-
sults in a strong reduction of the suction peak of
the wing surface pressure. The breakdown phe-
nomenon is clearly intricate by its own nature
and, additionally, it manifests itself in different
forms, i.e. the spiral and the bubble type.

Accordingly, it is evincible how EVMs of-
ten are not able to properly predict the main vor-
tex characteristics. First of all, the separation
onset of the vortex is possibly misrepresented,
having implications on the vortex development
downstream [5, 6, 7]. However, even if a sharp
leading-edge geometry implies that the separa-
tion takes place over the whole leading-edge ex-
tension, the solution of the vortex flow features
often lack accuracy as well [5, 6, 7, 8]. The tur-
bulence model usually provides excessive eddy
viscosity production in the vortex, with implica-
tions on the unburst vortex size, type and veloci-
ties. Consequently, the suction peak and the pres-
sure distribution differ from experiments. The
secondary vortex is possibly stronger or weaker,
shifted or not present [5] and hence affecting
also the main vortex position and development.
The breakdown is usually misrepresented by nu-
merical solutions with regard to its position and
strength and, consequently, the sorrounding flow
and the post-breakdown region are also nega-

tively affected. The correct prediction of the
vortex breakdown requires particular attention as
the aerodynamic coefficients of a delta wing are
highly sensitive to it.

When a delta wing is investigated, reliable
experimental data are necessary to validate the
numerical method and, in particular, the tur-
bulence model characteristics. Therefore, the
overview of many years of research and appli-
cations suggests the idea to utilize a relatively
narrow range of experimental data to optimize
and calibrate a modification of an one-equation
EVM to enhance the accuracy for a wider range
of cases. This possibility is considered an inter-
esting option to be investigated instead of choos-
ing more complex turbulence models which may
introduce instabilities, extensive computational
costs without guaranteeing an accuracy enhance-
ment [9]. As already mentioned, vortex domi-
nated flows manifest discrepancies due to a mis-
prediction of the eddy viscosity destruction in
the vortex flow. For this reason, the turbu-
lence model modification is composed of addi-
tional eddy viscosity destruction terms which af-
fect exclusively the vortex flow region. In order
to extend the flexibility of the model enhance-
ment, several terms are formulated with the aim
of having different effects on different topolo-
gies and zones of a leading-edge vortex. The
first phase of the research consists in investigat-
ing the different terms in their influences on the
vortex flow solution for basic test cases. Con-
sequently, a gradient-based optimizer is imple-
mented in order to calibrate automatically the se-
lected set of terms for a test case with experimen-
tal data as reference. Afterwards, the accuracy
improvement provided by the optimized model
and the dependence of the improvement on flow
conditions and geometric variations are investi-
gated. For this paper, two test cases are used: a
65◦ swept delta wing with interchangeable lead-
ing edges [10, 11] and a 76◦/40◦ swept double
delta wing with different fillet junction geome-
tries [12].
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2 Turbulence Model Enhancement

2.1 Spalart Allmaras Turbulence Model

The Spalart Allmaras (SA) one-equation Eddy
Viscosity Model provides proper numerical solu-
tions for wall-bounded flows [13]; nevertheless,
the model manifests inaccuracies when large por-
tions of separated flow or vortex dominated flows
are considered. Vortex characteristics such as
separation onset, strength and breakdown posi-
tion can be misrepresented. Spalart and Shur [14]
propose a streamline curvature correction (SA-
RC) which adds to the production term a cor-
rection function. While the SA-RC modification
can improve the accuracy for certain cases, it may
also have a drastic impact on the vortex core and
worsen the flow solution for other cases. It proves
high dependence but low flexibility on the vortex
characteristics and strength. The base turbulence
model used here is the SA model with Edwards
modification (SAE) [15].

Dν̃

Dt
= cb1S̃ν̃+

1
σ
[∇ · ((ν+ ν̃)∇ν̃)

+cb2(∇ν̃)2]− cw1 fw

[
ν̃

d

]2 (1)

With

cb1 = 0.1355 σ =
2
3

cb2 = 0.622 (2)

cw1 =
cb1

κ2 +
1+ cb2

σ
κ = 0.41 (3)

The proposed modification is composed of a
set of additional destruction terms to be imple-
mented in the SA equation. The near wall and the
boundary layer solution have been a main goal
during the original formulation and calibration of
the SA model. For this reason and since the main
focus of this research is the vortical flow solution,
it has been chosen to isolate the effect of the addi-
tional terms on the vortical flow field and to man-
tain the original SA production term independent
from the modification. Therefore, it mantains its
calibration for the already validated attached flow
and boundary layer solution.

2.2 Vortex Identification

A vortex identifier quantity is required to be cou-
pled with additional terms in order to exclusively
influence the vortex region. The SA-RC modi-
fication suggests the possibility to use the ratio
between the strain rate S and vorticity ω as first
idea for an identifier quantity.

r∗ =
S
ω

(4)

The definition is correlated to the kinematic
vorticity number Nk, defined by Truesdell [16].
Nk identifies a qualitative non-dimensional rota-
tion region but returns no indication of the vor-
ticity magnitude. Moreover, Jeong and Hussain
[17] define a vortex as the region with Nk > 1.

Nk =
ω

S
> 1 (5)

At this point, it is possible and intuitive to define
an appropriate quantity for the turbulence model
variation, which is called ξ.

ξ = max
[( (

ω

S

)
− cvl

)
,0.0

]
(6)

With
cvl = 1 (7)

Only positive values are provided by the vor-
tex identifier quantity, the limitation of which is
necessary because of the cvl coefficient subtrac-
tion. The detraction coefficient cvl has the objec-
tive to remove the influence of ξ from the bound-
ary layer and, therefore, it is required to be cali-
brated through an investigation of the strain rate
and vorticity ratio magnitude near the wall. As
the only relevant component of the velocity gra-
dient tensor in the boundary layer is ∂u

∂z , the max-
imum value of the strain rate and vorticity ratio
is equal to the value one and, therefore, the same
value is associated with the detraction coefficient
cvl . The same value is also justified by the defi-
nition of Jeong and Hussain (5). The formulated
quantity ξ is able to identify the vortex flow field
and furthermore, to indicate its characteristics in
terms of strength and stability by means of its dis-
tribution (Fig. 1). Therefore, it proves a proper
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Fig. 1 Vortex flow identifier quantity ξ plotted as
an iso-surface, ξ= 0.1, for the 65◦ delta wing test
case at M = 0.4, Re = 6 · 106 and AoA = 20.4◦;
also shown: surface pressure coefficient distribu-
tion.

quantity on which base the terms formulation and
to distinguish the effect over different types of
vortices. It can be an important advantage when
complicated flow fields are considered, e.g. mul-
tiple and interacting vortices.

2.3 Vortex Production Terms

The formulation of additional terms is based on
the available knowledge about vortex flows and
the investigation of the numerical solution for im-
portant test cases. Moreover, the terms are de-
fined in order to have different effects and extend
the flexibility of the approach to enhance various
vortex topologies. After the phase of formula-
tion, the set of terms is expanded, tested and im-
proved with the aim to obtain a downselection to
be used for successive applications.

The vortex terms, reported in Eq. (8), are for-
mally consistent with the original term cb1S̃ν̃ in
Eq. (1) and have the same physical dimension.
The first term that is formulated is identified by
the coefficient cbv1 and is similar to the original
cb1 term but coupled with the vortex identifier
quantity ξ. Additionally, two terms are formu-

lated starting from cbv1 using a different exponen-
tiation of the quantity ξ in order to have different
influence regions in radial direction. The terms
cbv2 and cbv3 (Fig. 2) have respectively a sublin-
ear and superlinear dependence on ξ, i.e. an ex-
ponentiation of 0.5 and 2. While the cbv3 term
concentrates on the vortex core, the cbv2 term be-
comes more flattened. Moreover, the influence
on the outer part of the vortex is made stronger
than the core effect by means of a negative expo-
nentiation of ξ. An additional switch quantity ξsw
based on the vortex identifier is necessary to en-
sure the influence of the cbv4 term is only present
in the vortex flow field (Fig. 2).

Dν̃

Dt
= cb1S̃ν̃−

[
cbv1ξSν̃+ cbv2ξ

1
2 Sν̃+ cbv3ξ

2Sν̃

+cbv4

(
min

(
1
ξ
,cvr,lim

))
ξswSν̃+ cbvh1H̃ ξν̃

+cbvh2

[
max

(
min

(
1

H̃
,1.0

)
,0.0

)]
ξων̃

]
+cbvb||∇V

ω

||ω||
||ξν̃

+
1
σ

[
∇ · ((ν+ ν̃)∇ν̃)+ cb2(∇ν̃)2]− cw1 fw

[
ν̃

d

]2

(8)

With

H =V ·ω (9)

H̃ =
|H |
U∞

(10)

Along the direction of the vortex core, the
successive steps of the vortex evolution, i.e. the
unburst vortex, the breakdown region and the
post-breakdown flow, provide fundamental re-
gions on which is to be distinguished the influ-
ence of further terms (Fig. 3). Being the un-
burst vortex characterized by a coherent structure
with high values of axial and rotational velocity,
the helicity H proves a proper quantity to iden-
tify the region and formulate a term cbvh1 accord-
ingly. Firstly, the absolute value of H is evalu-
ated to avoid dependence on the rotation direc-
tion and secondly the quantity is properly dimen-
sionalized with the free stream velocity. The new
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Fig. 2 Radial influence dependence on the exponentation of the vortex identifier quantity ξ shown for a
cross flow plane at x/cr = 0.6 for the 65◦ delta wing test case at M = 0.4, Re = 6 ·106 and AoA = 20.4◦.

Fig. 3 Influence regions upstream, close and downstream of vortex bursting of the different terms cbvh1,
cbvh2 and cbvb of the modified turbulence model for the 65◦ delta wing test case at M = 0.4 and AoA =
26.5◦; also shown: surface pressure coefficient distribution.

quantity is identified as H̃ . Downstream of the
breakdown location, an incoherent and turbulent
flow field is formed through the expansion of the
vortex core and an abrupt reduction of axial and
rotational velocities. Here the helicity quantity is
almost negligible and, therefore, by formulating a
switch quantity based on the reciprocal of H̃ , the
influence of a new term cbvh2 is concentraded on

the post-breakdown region. At last, since the vor-
tex breakdown is mainly characterized by large
velocity gradients, considering the fact that ax-
ial and rotational velocities drop abruptly, a term
cbvb, which is dominant in the proximity of the
breakdown, is formulated. Namely, the velocity
gradient tensor is multiplied to the vorticity direc-
tion vector to obtain a vector, the norm of which
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is dominant in the proximity of vortex break-
down. The formulated terms are analyzed by test-
ing arbitrary coefficients on numerical computa-
tions and investigate their influence and the sen-
sitivity of the solution to their values. In conclu-
sion, with the information gathered, the terms are
set to form the fulcrum of the turbulence model
conditioning approach.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Test Cases and Optimization Procedure

The TAU-Code [18, 19], which is developed by
DLR (German Aerospace Center), is used for the
numerical simulation and the implementation of
the turbulence model modifications. It uses a fi-
nite volume formulation and solves 3-D, com-
pressible and steady or unsteady RANS equa-
tions on hybrid-unstructured grids. The solver
settings are set up accordingly for the consid-
ered test cases and the computational grids are
fixed following the investigation of different lev-
els of fineness. The reported test cases are a 65◦

swept delta wing with interchangeable leading-
edge geometries and a 76◦/40◦ double delta ge-
ometry with different junction shapes. Initially,
when a test case is selected, a subset of the ex-
perimental data available are chosen as objective
of improvement and possible extensions to wider
a spectrum of cases for the resultant optimized
turbulence model are pre-estimated. Hence, pre-
liminary investigations on the numerical solution
with the original SAE model and a comparison
with the wind tunnel experiments are performed.
In accordance with the outcome of a first anal-
ysis of the main sources of error, the sensitiv-
ity and impact of the main additional terms are
tested with single simulations in order to prop-
erly set up the automatic calibration procedure.
Successively, the coefficients of the terms are ad-
justed by means of a gradient-based optimizer.
It iteratively updates the coefficients of the ad-
ditional terms for a base numerical simulation
with the information of the error sensitivity to
the terms variation, evaluated at the previous it-
eration. Eventually, it converges to an optimum

of the average error between experimental data
and the numerical simulation. The objective er-
ror is usually defined in terms of the average pres-
sure coefficient error, but any relevant data from
the wind tunnel experiments can be used. The
optimum is often local, therefore different ini-
tial starting coefficients for the optimization are
set in order to find better optima. For this pur-
pose, the knowledge of the considered test case
and prior experience of the approach give im-
portant insight. As a general approach, the opti-
mization is firstly performed for a relevant angle
of attack and, afterwards, the resultant calibra-
tion is applied, e.g. for the whole polar, in order
to investigate the dependence on the angle of at-
tack. In fact, since the vortex type and develop-
ment is changing with the angle of attack, rota-
tion correction approaches for the eddy viscosity
field, for example SA-RC [14], can improve the
results for the major part of the angle-of-attack
polar while worsen for a smaller portion. In the
case of the proposed approach, instead, having a
minimum dependence on the angle of attack is an
important condition for extending and improving
its potential feasibility. It is expected that through
the additional terms a higher control on the vor-
tex solution can be acquired, reducing the depen-
dency on angle of attack and moderate geometry
variations. Therefore, when an optimized model
is available, its accuracy improvement is investi-
gated also for a wider range of flow conditions or
geometric variations to understand the flexibility
and globality of the optimized turbulence model
variation.

3.2 Test Case: 65◦ Delta Wing

The 65◦ swept delta wing has been deeply studied
from NASA [10] and in the context of the Second
Vortex Flow Experiment (VFE-2) project [11].
Wind tunnel experiments have been performed
for several flow conditions and leading-edge ge-
ometries. The wing geometry has been already
used in the previous section to visualize the effect
of the formulated terms (Fig. 1, 3). The subsonic
regime, i.e. Mach number 0.4, Reynolds num-
ber of 6 · 106 and the small radius leading-edge
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(0.05% of the mean aerodynamic chord) case is
firstly investigated. For the considered leading-
edge geometry, the vortex separation is present
along the whole leading-edge extension, i.e. a
fully developed leading-edge vortex is present,
and this is in agreement with experiments. There-
fore, the turbulence model conditioning can con-
centrate on the vortex solution in terms of vor-
tex strength and breakdown position. For the
standard SAE model solution at AoA = 20.4◦

(Fig. 4), the breakdown takes place over the wing,
i.e. around 80% of the cr, while the experiments
show no breakdown at 95% of the cr. By com-
paring the CP distribution between SAE standard
model results and experimental data for angles
of attack of 16.3◦, 20.4◦ and 26.5◦ (Fig. 5), the
numerical solution shows a weaker suction peak
in the front part, a premature breakdown position
and, as consequence, discrepancies in the suction
distribution on the rear half of the wing.

The optimization procedure is firstly per-
formed on a single point of the polar (AoA =
20.4◦) returning a 56% reduction of the average
CP error, i.e. from 0.153 to 0.067. Negligible

Fig. 4 Surface CP distribution and vorticity mag-
nitude in the vortex flow field, comparison be-
tween standard SAE and optimized model for the
65◦ delta wing, M = 0.4, Re = 6 ·106 and AoA of
20.4◦.

dependence of the improvement on the angle of
attack is given by similar optimizations on two
points of the polar and from the application of
the optimum on the whole polar, for which the
error reduction consists of a 40%. The potential
of the approach finds a first important confirma-
tion in the manifested low dependence on the an-
gle of attack, which suggests the capability of the
variation to capture and enhance physical charac-
teristics of the vortex development.

The CP distribution (Fig. 5) shows clearly
how the accuracy is improved along the whole
polar. The major contribution to the error remains
in the front part of the wing, where the solution
has low sensitivity to the turbulence model. The
breakdown position is delayed by the eddy vis-
cosity variation, the high core vorticity is con-
served longer (Fig. 4) and, therefore, the pres-
sure peak is narrower and stronger. Moreover,
the region outwards the vortex is improved even
if the secondary vortex peak is often stronger than
found in the experiments, where a definite suc-
tion peak is not present. The pressure side of
the wing have zero sensitivity to the vortex turbu-
lence model as expected, except for the pressure
distribution near the trailing edge. With regard to
the results obtained with the SA-RC model, they
show an example of possible limitation of such an
approach. On the one hand, at low angles of at-
tack, the variation is comparable to the optimized
model even if the effect is excessive. On the other
hand, the vortex breakdown is moved upstream
drastically and the influence acts in an opposite
direction compared to the optimized model.

The globality of the optimized model is inves-
tigated by its application to available geometrical
variations, i.e. sharp and medium radius leading-
edges. The vortex structure changes partially,
therefore a significant part of the improvement is
conserved. As conclusion, it is shown how the
approach provides improvments for a range of
flow conditions and geometric variations by op-
timizing the turbulence model coefficients for a
minor number of cases.
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Fig. 5 Surface CP distribution, comparison between experimental data [10], standard SAE, SA-RC and
optimized model for the 65◦ delta wing with small radius leading-edge with M = 0.4, Re = 6 · 106 and
AoA of 16.3◦, 20.4◦ and 26.5◦.

3.3 Double Delta Wing

In case of a double delta wing configuration, two
vortices occur on the wing upper side and poten-
tially differ in their topologies. They can intro-
duce further sources of error in the EVM solution
as they can interact and merge providing complex
flow fields. The NASA double delta wing [12]
provides a proper range of reliable experimental
data for the research. The wing planform is com-
posed by a strake of 76◦ sweep angle and a wing
of 40◦ sweep angle. Three junction fillet varia-
tions are available. The highly swept strake gen-
erates a stable and strong vortex which energizes
the second weaker vortex and delays the break-
down. The subsonic case at Mach number 0.5 is
selected for the turbulence model optimization,
including a portion of the angle-of-attack polar
in the procedure. After a preliminary investiga-
tion of the terms sensitivity, the optimization is
started from different set of terms and starting
points in order to overcome the locality of the

optium. Experimental data are available in terms
of Pressure Sensitive Paint (PSP) images, static
pressure measurements and integral forces; the
integral forces are set as error objective for the
optimizer.

3.3.1 Baseline Fillet

The large junction angle, i.e. the difference be-
tween strake and wing sweep angle, provokes
a strong interaction between the vortices as the
angle of attack increases. The main discrepan-
cies between standard SAE model simulations
and wind tunnel data are present at high angles
of attack (Fig. 6), where the lift coefficient CL
is higher and suggests that the breakdown posi-
tion is postponed in the numerical results. Con-
sequently, lower values of the pitching moment
coefficient CMy are provided and the pressure dis-
tribution comparison confirms how the high suc-
tion zone is maintained over the wing.

As the optimization procedure is started, dur-
ing a first test phase, it is evincible how error re-
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Fig. 6 Aerodynamic coefficients angle-of-attack polar and surface CP for AoA = 18◦, Comparison of
experimental data [12], standard SAE and optimized model for the 76◦/40◦ double delta wing with
baseline fillet, M = 0.5, Re = 2 ·106.

duction is obtainable thanks to additional eddy
viscosity destruction in the vortex. The direc-
tion of variation is consistent with the need to
move upstream the breakdown over the wing.
However, due to the fact that the two vortices
may lead to different variations in the turbu-
lence model coefficients, as consequence of their
different topologies, the optimization is compli-
cate. In addition, the wing vortex breakdown trig-
gers the strake vortex breakdown adding cross-
dependence between the turbulence model varia-
tions on the two vortical structures.

Even if the optimization is performed for a
portion of the angle-of-attack polar, the error re-
duction for the integral forces consists of 44%
on the whole polar. In fact, the polar (Fig. 6)
is now closer to the experimental results and the
most evident enhancement is in the CL predic-
tion for angles of attack higher than 14◦, where
the standard SAE model provides the biggest dis-
crepancies. The optimized model improves the
breakdown position compared to the experimen-
tal data (Fig. 6) and the CMy error also diminishes
as the suction footprint is closer to the experi-
ments. However the CL variation is too strong for
angles of attack of 12◦ and 14◦ even if the CMy
is properly fitting the data. The sensitivity of the
conditioned turbulence model on the angle of at-

tack remains overall low which is a relevant qual-
ity for the potential of the approach. The strake
vortex is less sensitive to the turbulence model
variation. However, the variation is more relevant
as the vortex approaches breakdown. A possib-
lity to improve even further the optimized model
would be to use the pressure distribution as ob-
jective for the optimization. In that case, a higher
resolution of the measurements distribution over
the wing would be favourable. The overall im-
provement is hence appreciable and promising.

3.3.2 Parabolic Fillet

The parabolic fillet has been designed, as re-
ported by Erickson [12], with the aim to reduce
the effect of the junction discontinuity and pro-
mote the formation of a single vortex over the
wing. However, a smaller second vortex is vi-
sualized in the experiment and it separates due
to the high junction angle. The weaker vortex
rapidly merges into the stronger strake vortex.
The vortex topology is drastically different com-
pared to the baseline fillet and, therefore, it is
reasonable to expect a different need in terms
of turbulence model conditioning. In fact, the
previously optimized model has low influence
on the numerical solution of the parabolic fillet
case and only slight differences from the standard
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Fig. 7 Aerodynamic coefficients angle-of-attack polar and CP distribution comparison for AoA = 18◦,
Comparison of experimental data [12], standard SAE and optimized model for the 76◦/40◦ double delta
wing with parabolic fillet, M = 0.5, Re = 2 ·106.

SAE model are evident. However, the standard
SAE model manifests lack of accuracy along the
angle-of-attack polar in terms of integral forces
and in the pressure distribution (Fig. 7). An al-
most constant offset between experiments and
numerical solutions is present with regard to both
CL and CMy. The experiments manifest a stronger
lift coefficient and nose-up moment, except for
angles of attack higher than 18◦ where break-
down starts to take place over the wing. By com-
paring the CP distribution (Fig. 7) it is shown that
the main strake vortex is already well predicted
by the standard SAE model but the wing vortex
is too strong compared to the wind tunnel mea-
surements.

A new optimization procedure is prepared
and performed considering two relevant angles
of attack, namely 14◦ and 20◦. The error is re-
duced and the improvement is consistent along
the polar, except a slight discrepancy which re-
mains at the highest angle of attack. From the
CP distribution (Fig. 7) it becomes evident that
the effect of the turbulence model conditioning is
concentrated in the second vortex which is mis-
represented by the standard SAE model. The sec-
ond vortex has a lower suction peak and it merges
more rapidly into the main vortex which is only
slightly influenced, accordingly with the experi-

mental results. Overall the improvement is again
good and promising but strictly related to the vor-
tex topology which changes drastically with the
fillet variation.

3.4 Conclusion and Outlook

The enhancement of the Salart-Allmaras one-
equation eddy viscosity model for the numeri-
cal solution of vortex dominated flows is inves-
tigated and additional destruction terms are for-
mulated. The terms influences are confirmed to
be different accordingly with their formulation
and this permits an improvement of the flexibil-
ity of the approach. The influence of the terms is
confined to the vortex flow field and no numer-
ical instability is introduced. An optimizer tool
is implemented in order to calibrate the set of
terms with experimental data as reference. The
improvement of an optimized model variation is
relevant, manifests low sensitivity on the angle
of attack and small geometric variations. How-
ever, when the vortex topology is drastically al-
tered by a more severe geometric or flow con-
dition variation, the improvement becomes re-
duced and a new or a restart optimization may
be required. For the considered test cases, the er-
ror between numerical solutions and experiments
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for the angle-of-attack polar is reduced with the
optimized turbulence model of 40% for the 65◦

swept delta wing and, for the 76◦/40◦ double
delta wing, of 44% with the baseline fillet and
of 70% with the parabolic fillet. Therefore, for
new test cases, values of error improvement in the
range between 40% and 70% are expected. The
globality of a traditional eddy viscosity model is
therefore partially abandoned in favour of the ac-
curacy enhancement. In order to extend the ca-
pability of the approach and define guidelines for
the optimization and application procedure, the
investigation of additional test cases or larger en-
velope of flow conditions are of high interest.
Moreover, statistical information about the error
improvement can be extrapolated when a rela-
tively large amount of data is available.
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